Cholesterol alters the inhibitory efficiency of peptide-based membrane fusion inhibitor.
The membrane composition modulates membrane fusion by altering membrane physical properties and the structure, organization and dynamics of fusion proteins and peptides. The journey of developing peptide-based viral fusion inhibitors is often stalled by the change in lipid composition of viral and target membranes. This makes it important to study the role of membrane composition on the organization, dynamics and fusion inhibiting abilities of the peptide-based fusion inhibitors. Cholesterol, an important constituent of mammalian cell membrane, modulates bilayer properties in multiple ways and impart its effect on the membrane fusion. We have previously shown that TG-23 peptide derived from phagosomal coat protein, coronin 1, shows significant inhibition of fusion between membranes without cholesterol. In this work, we have studied the effect of the TG-23 peptide on the polyethylene glycol-mediated membrane fusion in presence of different concentrations of membrane cholesterol. Our results show that the inhibitory effect of TG-23 is being completely reversed in cholesterol containing membranes. We have evaluated the structure, organization, dynamics and depth of penetration of TG-23 in membranes having different lipid compositions and its effect on membrane properties. Our results demonstrate that cholesterol does not affect the secondary structure of the peptide, however, alters the depth of penetration of the peptide and modifies peptide organization and dynamics. The cholesterol dependent change in organization and dynamics of the peptide influences its efficacy in membrane fusion. Therefore, we envisage that the study of peptide organization and dynamics is extremely important to determine the effect of peptide on the membrane fusion.